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Challenges in Leftmain PCI

• Firstly, the leftmain is a big vessel which supplies an awful lot of 
myocardium

• Secondly, it’s very common for there to be calcification of the vessel. 

• Thirdly, it is bifurcation if not a trifurcation.

• Fourthly, the hemodynamic consequences of the loss of a big side 
branch: LAD or circumflex.

=> all of those things combine to make leftmain 
intervention a challenge 
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Left main coronary artery

The myocardium supplied by the LM generally accounts for
considerably more than 50% of the total myocardial mass 



High mortality in LM occlusion

COR ET VASA54 (2012) e3–e7
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• Heavily calcified lesions are:

- difficult to dilate adequately, 

- associated with failure to deliver a stent, 

- impaired drug delivery,

- possible polymer disruption with drug-
eluting stents (DES),

- stent underexpansion.

How can we have a successful PCI for LM lesions 
with heavy calcification ?
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Bifurcation, trifurcation of leftmain

Trifurcations are encountered in about 10% of cases





How to overcome challenges in leftmain PCI?



1. 



2.





Devices3.

Size of vessels ? Length of lesions ?

Calcification ? 

Optimize the stenting (expansion, apposition)
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LM Stenting techniques

• Ostio lesions

4.



Bifurcation lesions

Trifurcation lesions

4.



LAD diam=LCX diam LAD diam>LCX diam

Crush









DK - Crush





Conclusions
• Main vessel + calcification + bifurcation lesion = Big challenge 

in leftmain PCI

• Overcome:

- heart team, 

- support devices available

- Intervention devices: IVUS/OCT, FFR, ROTABLATOR

- strategies for distal LM stenting (bifurcation, trifurcation)

- skill and experiences of the operators

Always do it for the patient !




